
Lesson 11 
  

Basic dialog  

 

At the Language School  

A.  
                              

                  

At the language school 

where you studied are 

there many Thais?  

B.  
        

Yes, many.  

A.  
                         

How many Thai language 

students are there?  

B.  
             

I don't know.  

A.  
                          

How many students are 

there in your class?  

B.  
           

Five.  

A.  
                     

What (things) are you 

studying?  

B.  
               แ  แป   

Reading, speaking, 

writing, and translating.  

A.  
                    

What languages do they 

teach?  

B.  
                                      ป  

แ             

Many languages. 

Vietnamese, Lao, French, 

Spanish, and other 

languages.  

A.  
              (       )            

Altogether how many 

teachers of different 

nationalities are there?  

B.  
               

Several tens (less than a 

hundred).  

Grammar notes  

a)     'each other, mutually, as a group' can be used  

1. as a pluralizer of the subject of the sentence:  

ป  ป         
You (plural) shut the door  

or  



2. to indicate that two or more persons or things are mutually involved in some 

activity or are related in some other way.  

A                                  

B.    
                              

A + B.  
     แ  /                                

.       

A.  The teacher    speaks Thai  with the student.  

B.  The student    speaks Thai  with the teacher.  

A + B.  The teacher and student    speak Thai  with each other.  

b)     ,    , and     all have interrogative and indefinite meaning (neither singular or 

plural). When used in negative sentences the meaning is indefinite:  

                
I didn't see anything.  

              
(There is no one that knows.)  

 No one knows.  

          ป         
Didn't you go anywhere?  

    ,    , and     can be made plural by the addition of     . (Here they have 

interrogative meaning.)  

                   
What books are there?  

      ป         
What places are you going to?  

                         
Who all do you speak Thai with?  

c) Numerals* include all of the cardinal numbers plus some other quantity words. Numerals 

occur in constructions before classifiers. Some of the quantity words are      'many, 

several',     'some',     'how many?',     'each, every',      'few', and        'not many'.  

           
several teachers  

                
some books  

            
how many tables?  

           แ     
not many pencils  

                
few students  



The Thai numerical system is a decimal system, and with a few exceptions compound 

numbers are made by multiplying by and / or adding to the numbers from 1 to 10.  

The numbers from 1 to 10 are:       '1',     '2',     '3',     '4',     '5',    '6',      '7', 

แป  '8',      '9',     '10'.  

Multiples of ten (except 20) are made by putting the multiplier in front of ten, thus 30 

is        (3 x 10).  

* For a full treatment of numerals, see Noss, 109 ff.  

70 is         (7 x 10), etc. Numbers to be added to 10 or multiples of 10 occur 

afterwards, thus 13 is        (1 x 10 + 3), 34 is           (3 x 10 + 4), etc. 20 is 

      ; 22 is          .  

Except for the number 'one' itself,      is used for 'one', thus 21 is           , 51 is 

          , etc.  

100 is            or     , but 101 is         . 400 is          j 423 is                  

   , etc.  

1000 is          or    ; 10,000 is            or      .  

100,000 is      แ   or แ  , and 1,000,000 is           or     .  

15,000 is (     )            (1 x 10,000 plus 5 x 1000).           (15 x 1,000) is 

not acceptable.  

450,000 is    แ           (4 x 100,000 plus 5 x 10,000),                  (450 x 

1,000) is not acceptable.  

d) One sentence may be included in another and serve as a modifier or specifier of some part 

of that sentence.     may serve as a connector between the main sentence and the included 

sentence.  

Main sentence :                

Included sentence:   
          

 

Resultant sentence:  
                          

The books he writes are good.  

            serves as a modifier of        . A response to the question 

              'what books are good?' could be                    'the books he 

writes'.  

Main sentence :                        



Included sentence:   
          

 

Resultant sentence:  
                              

The book he wrote is good.  

e)      means 'other' in the sense of a different one not an additional one of the same kind,      

yyn means 'others'; it acts as a pluralizer after nouns.  

          
another (different) language  

           
other (different) languages.  

.... แ         
(lit. "and others") "et cetera"  

Drills  

Recognition and Familiarization Drill  

1.  
                    

He speaks Thai with me.  

 
                    

I speak Thai with him.  

 
                  

We speak Thai together.  

2.  
                 

He knows that person.  

 
                 

That person knows him.  

 
              

They know each other.  

3.  
                

I study Thai.  

 
                      

My friend studies Thai.  

 
                    

We both study Thai.  

Combination Drill  

 
Patterns 1 and 2  Pattern 3  

1.  
                       

 

 
                                            

2.  
                          

 



 
                             แ                         

3.  
                        

 

 
                              แ                           

4.  
                   

 

 
                                            

5.  
   แ     ป                  

 

 
          ป          แ         แ    แ            ป         

6.  
         ป          

 

 
       ป                            ป             

Recognition and Familiarization Drill  

1.                            
What languages does that person 

speak?  

 
                          แ       

He speaks English, French, and Thai.  

2.  
                   

What language does that person 

speak?  

 
               

He speaks Thai.  

3.  
             

Who is here?  

 
                  

There are students here.  

4.  
                 

Who is here?  

 
                     แ                 

There are teachers, students, and 

linguists.  

5.  
          ป               

What are some of the countries in 

Asia?  

 
          ป                    ป        

แ  ป            

In Asia there are India, China, Japan, 

Thailand, and other countries.  

6.  
      ป  ป               

What are some of the countries in 

Europe?  

 
      ป  ป                ป          

        แ  ป            

In Europe there are France, Spain, 

Italy, Germany, and other countries.  



7.  
                        

What are some of the states in 

America?  

 
                       แ            

    แ   แ            แ            

In America there are the states of 

New York, Massachusetts, Michigan, 

California and other states.  

8.  
     ป                          

What are some of the nationalities in 

the U.N.?  

 
     ป                                    

แ              

In the U.N. there are Englishmen, 

Frenchmen, Asians, and other 

nationalities.  

9.  
           ป        

What do you know how to do?  

 
       แ                ป    

I can write and speak English.  

10.  
           ป        

What does she know how to do?  

 
           แ             ป    

She can cook and take care of 

children.  

11.  
                 

What things is he good at?  

 
                                 

แ              

He's a good student, a good athlete, 

and a good worker.  

Response Drill  

Cue  Question  Response  

                                          

 What language does he speak?  He speaks English.  

   แ                                           แ          

 What languages does he speak?  He speaks Thai and English.  

                                       

 Who's in that room?  Students.  

   แ                                      แ            

 Who is in that room?  Teachers and students.  

               ป                       

   

              

 What nationalities are there at the 

U.N.?  

There are many.  

                       ป      ป           



 Where are you going today?  To the office.  

    , 

 ป        

            ป          ป    แ   ป        

 Where (all) are you going today?  To the market and the post office.  

แ           , 

        , 

         

                             แ           ,          

แ           

 What are some of the states in 

America?  

California, New York, and Florida.  

   ,    ,    ป   , 

แ  ป         

   

          ป                 ป                ป    

แ  ป             

 What are some of the countries in 

Asia?  

Thailand, China, Japan, etc.  

      ,     , 

           

                                                

แ             

 What are some of the provinces in 

Thailand  

Pranakorn, Ubol, and Chiangmai.  

         , 

           

                                             แ         

    

 What are some of the provinces in 

Northern Thailand?  

Chiangmai and Uttaradit  

    แ                                                แ        

 What are some of the provinces in 

N.E. Thailand?  

Ubol and Udorn  

                                                    

 What language do Central Thai speak?  Bangkok Thai.  

         

แ  ป         

  ป                                           

แ      ป         

 What languages do Southern (Thai) 

people speak?  

Bangkok Thai and Southern Thai.  

Substitution Drill  

Cue  Pattern   



                         
5 students  

               
5 teachers  

                    
1 teacher  

                 
1 doctor  

             
6 doctors  

                              
6 Americans  

                       
10 Americans  

                     
10 soldiers  

                    
100 soldiers  

    (  )        
100 people  

Substitution Drill  

Cue  Pattern   

                      
many students  

                
many teachers  

                       
many tens of teachers  

                     
many tens of soldiers  

                           
many tens of Community Development 

workers  

                             
many hundreds of Community 

Development workers  

                                      
many hundreds of Thai government 

employees  

                                
many thousands of Thai government 

employees  

Substitution Drill  

MODEL:  A.  
                        

You bought some books?  

 B.  
      

Yes, I did.  

 A.  
(    )             

How many?  



 B.  
            

Six.  

Pairs of students are to go through the exchange above substituting the following cue words 

for those underlined and making other changes where appropriate.  

1.  
      ,        

5.  
แ     ,      

2.  
     ,      

6.  
            ,      

3.  
ป    ,      

7.  
  ป,       

4.  
       ,      

8.  
    ,       

Repeat the drill above using     and    for     .  

Substitution Drill  

MODEL:  A.  
         ป     ป    

Did the students go?  

 B.  
 ป      

Yes, they did.  

 A.  
 ป           

How many?  

 B.  
          

Six.  

Substitute the following cue words for the bold words above.  

1.  
   , 3  

5.  
      , 40  

2.  
   , 11  

6.  
         , 25  

3.  
           , 5,000  

7.  
      , 100  

4.  
      , 5,000  

  

Substitution Drill  

Cue  Pattern   

               
some teachers  

                           
22 teachers  

   แป         แป     
18 teachers  



                     
40 teachers  

                           
67 teachers  

                       
300 teachers  

                               
91 teachers  

                           
34 teachers  

                 
few teachers  

               
every teacher  

Recognition and Familiarization Drill  

1.  
                                       

 The school you're studying at has many Thai teachers.  

2.  
               ป                          

 Government employees that are going to Thailand must study Thai.  

3.  
                       ป              

 Students who study here are Americans.  

4.  
                                 

 People who do government work are government employees.  

5.  
                  ป            

 The people who live in that house are my friends.  

6.  
           ป           

 The girl who goes with you is pretty.  

7.  
                                        

 People who are going to learn a language well must speak it constantly.  

Expansion Drill  

Sentence 1  Sentence 2  Sentence 3  

                                        

the house is pretty  that you live in  The house you live in in pretty.  

                                            

book is good  that you bought  The book you bought is good.  



                                                      

school is good  that he used to 

study (at)  

The school he used to study at is good.  

                                              

book is good  that he wrote  The book he wrote is good.  

                                              

restaurant is good  that you told 

(about)  

The restaurant that you told (me about) is 

good.  

                    ป                  ป    

province is good  that you are going 

(to)  

The province you are going to is good.  

                        

   

                                               

    

There are many Thai teachers 

at the school.  

that you study (at)  There are many Thai teachers at the 

school where you study at.  

                         

   

                          

car is pretty  that that woman is 

driving  

The car that woman is driving is pretty.  

Sentence Combination Drill  

 

Combine sentences 1, 2, and 3 to form sentence 4. *  

1

.  
    ป                        ป         

 
               

 

 
    ป         

 

2

.  
    ป                      ป           

 
    ป        

 

 
        

 

3

.  
    ป                                   ป              

 
                

 



 
    ป              

 

4

.  
    ป                                      ป                  

    

 
                  ป    

       

 

 
                

 

5

.  
    ป                  

    ป       

                    ป           ป          

                

 
      ป          

 

 
                     

 

 

* The student may give an acceptable response which differs from the one given here.  

Response Drill  

 
Cue  Question  Response  

1.  
                                                

 that he wrote  Which book is good?  The one he wrote.  

2.  
                                               

 who is named Pimpa  Which woman is pretty?  The one named Pimpa.  

3.  
                                                   

 who came from USIS  Which student is smart?  The one from USIS.  

4.  
                ป                                   

 that you sent me  Which pen is good?  The one you sent me.  

5.  
                                            

 who is speaking  Which person is Thaworn?  The one who is speaking.  

6.  
               แ                         

 that speaks fast  Which person is Mary?  The one that speaks fast.  

7.  
                                                       

 who works at USOM  Which person is John?  The one who works at USOM  



Exercises  

a)  Find out what some of the activities are that students engage in with their wives, friends, 

and others.  

b)  Ask questions about the number of various kinds of objects (windows, pencils, etc.) there 

are in your classroom.  

c)  Ask and answer questions concerning the number of people employed in various 

institutions (egs. State Department, etc.)  

d)  Ask and answer questions about the following:  

 1. countries in Asia and Europe  

 2. provinces in Thailand  

 3. cities in the U.S., and in Thailand  

 4. nationalities in the U..N., in Asia, in Europe, and in Thailand  

 5. provinces and cities in various parts of Thailand  

e)  Find out how many people in the classroom have various skills, such as the ability to drive 

a car, play tennis, etc.  

f)  Find out which objects in the classroom are considered to be good by other students.  

g)  The instructor will put problems in addition on the, board beginning with easy ones and 

proceding to more difficult ones, thus  

 6 + 7 = ? The students are to read the problems and supply 

the correct answers.  

  

Vocabulary  

        
Asia  

       
other, others, other ones  

     
to tell  

      
seven  

      
class, rank, grade, floor (in a building)  

         
Florida  

     
five  

    
six  

       
sixty  

      
to want to  

        
twenty  



      
nine  

         
ninety  

             
ninety-one  

แ             
California  

     
how many, how much (question word)  

      
sport(s), athletics  

      
many, several  

      
million  

แ    
and  

            
to take care of children, to raise children  

    แ    
Michigan  

แ             
Massachusetts  

       
ten-thousand  

    
in, inside  

         
linguistic scientist  

      
few  

แป   
eight  

     
thousand  

       
Pimpa (female first name)  

      
fast, soon  

      
hundred  

  ป          
United Nations  

     
three  

        
thirty  

แ    
hundred thousand  

        
forty  



     
ten  

         
altogether  

        
how many, how much (question word)  

         
there  

      
must, have to  

 


